ORWAK
COMPACT 3115

COMPACT

THE ORWAK COMPACT 3115 is ideal for small

volumes of plastic foil, but is also designed for
cardboard compaction. A material selector
makes the choice easy! The cross-binding
function gives a tight grip of the bale and is
helpful for compaction of soft plastic or small
pieces of material.

Cross-binding

60

kg

BALE WEIGHT
CARDBOARD

Orwak benefts
MORE PRODUCTIVE USE OF TIME
Less time spent on waste handling, more
time for your core activities!
MORE SPACE & ORDER
Our balers rapidly minimize the space the
waste takes up, keeping aisles free and tidy.

LESS COSTS, MORE VALUE
More compaction = less waste volume to
transport. Fewer transports required results
in lower transportation costs and reduced
CO2 emissions. Sorting at source yields a
higher quality of waste material for recycling.

Why Orwak Compact?

compaction on the spot! Requires little
+ Strong
space, yet provides efective volume reduction
+ Easy-to-handle light weight bales
best choice for small to medium size
+ The
volumes of cardboard and plastic

www.orwak.com

ORWAK
COMPACT 3115

ORWAK COMPACT 3115 IS OPTIMIZED FOR:

Compact and versatile balerfts where you need it!
PREPARED FOR CROSS-BINDING

3115 is designed for cross-binding, a function that helps secure the bales
and one that is particularly useful when compacting small pieces of material.
AUTOSTART FOR EFFICIENT COMPACTION

PAPER
+ Cardboard
+ Shredded paper
+ Paper sacks

PLASTIC FOIL
+ Shrink flm
+ Plastic bags

OTHER METALS
+ Steel straps

OTHER PLASTICS
+ Plastic straps

ADJUSTABLE BALE SIZE

The cardboard bales weigh up to 60 kg and
3115 ofers three diferent sizes of bale height for
more options in waste management.

An autostart function allows the baler to start compacting the material as
soon as you close the door.
MATERIAL SELECTOR

A material selector makes the choice between compacting cardboard and
plastic easy.

Material selector
for cardboard
and plastic

Pocket for
operating
manual

Full bale
indicator

Service indicator

SILENT OPERATION CONTRIBUTES TO
A BETTER WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Thanks to a silent type of hydraulics, the sound
emission is low, which contributes to improving the
working environment for the employees and is an
important feature if the baler is installed close to
customers.

Transparent
covers for strap
reels
Modern design

Adjustable bale size

DIMENSIONS & SPECIFICATIONS
DIMENSIONS
A

B

C

D

E

1990 mm

940 mm

790 mm

1535 mm

650 mm

800 x
460 mm

Weight (machine) Total: 380 kg

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
LOADING APERTURE

CYCLE TIME

PRESS FORCE

BALE SIZE

BALE WEIGHT

NOISE LEVEL

PROTECTION CLASS

OPERATING POWER

Width: 800 mm

33 secs

HP
6 ton, 60 kN
LP
4 ton, 40 kN

Width: 800 mm
Depth: 600 mm
Height: 600 mm

Cardboard:
Up to 60 kg
Plastic:
Up to 85 kg

57 db (A)

IP 55

Single Phase 230 V,

Height: 460 mm

We reserve the right to make changes to specifcations without prior notice. Bale/bag/bin weights are dependent upon material type.
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